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CENTRAL EXTENSIONS OF CURRENT ALGEBRAS

PAUL ZUSMANOVICH

Abstract. The second cohomology group of Lie algebras of kind L®U with

trivial coefficients is investigated, where L admits a decomposition with one-

dimensional root spaces and U is an arbitrary associative commutative algebra

with unit. This paper gives a unification of some recent results of C. Kassel and

A. Haddi and provides a determination of central extensions of certain modular

semisimple Lie algebras.

Introduction

The main result of this paper (Theorem 1.3) gives the expression of the sec-

ond cohomology group of a Lie algebra L<g> U with trivial coefficients (denoted

by H2(L® U)), where L belongs to the class of Lie algebras referred to as

Block algebras (for the definition, see below), and U is a commutative associa-

tive algebra with unit, through the first-order cyclic cohomology HCX(U) and

the dual U*. Since the classical Lie algebras, Zassenhaus algebras Wx(n), and

infinite-dimensional Witt algebras W are Block algebras, we obtain as corol-

laries the values of H2(L ® U) in all these cases. In the second section of

this paper the cohomology groups H2(WX(n) ® If) are computed by a different

method, based on the presentation of Wx(n) as a deformation of tensor prod-

uct of Wx(l) and divided power algebra. Notice that ^(oo) is not a Block

algebra and hence this case is not covered by the previous theorem. The third

section contains an application of the preceding results to the computation of

central extensions of certain modular semisimple Lie algebras.

Note that earlier C. Kassel [9] and A. Haddi [8] computed the second ho-

mology group H2(L® U), where L is classical or W and its subalgebra Wx

respectively. Their method is quite different from ours and is based on the

idea of universal central extensions. Our main theorem may be considered as

a generalization and unification of Kassel's and Haddi's results.

All algebras are defined over a field F of characteristic p ^ 2, 3, if the other-

wise condition is not stated. Remember that U denotes an arbitrary associative

commutative algebra with a unit 1.

1. The main theorem and corollaries

Let T be a torus in a Lie algebra L. Assume that there exists a root space

decomposition of L with respect to the T-action:
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(i) L = re0LQ.
a€R

Assume, moreover, that all root spaces are one-dimensional: La = ¥ea and

a([La, L_a]) ¿ 0 for all a £ R. Set ha = [e-a,ea], [ea,eß] = Na<ßea+ß,

Na>ß £ F. The next assumption concerning the structure of L is [L, L] = L.

This is equivalent to T = Y,¥ha . Let {ha\a £ B}, B C R, be a basis in T.
Lie algebras L satisfying all these properties will be called Block algebras. In

[1] R. E. Block showed that all finite-dimensional Block algebras over a perfect

field of characteristic p > 5 with Z(L) = 0 are direct sums of simple classical

Lie algebras and Albert-Zassenhaus algebras.

In the sequel, L will denote a Block algebra except in Lemma 1.1 and Lemma

3.1, where L is arbitrary.
Our cohomological notions and notations are standard (cf. [7] for Lie algebra

cohomology and [5] for cyclic cohomology). When we consider the Lie algebra

cohomology, we use the standard cochain complex. Notice that since U is

commutative, the first-order cyclic cohomology HCX(U) is exactly the module

of all skew-symmetric functions F £ (U <s> U)* such that

F(uv , w) + F(wu, v) + F(vw , u) = 0.

If 3 is a subalgebra in Der(U), the module of .©"-invariant cyclic cohomology

HCX(U)S consists of cocycles satisfying

F(D(u),v) + F(u,D(v)) = 0

for all d £3 .
Recall that the Lie algebra structure on L ® U is defined by [x <8> u, y ® v] =

[x,y]®uv.

Now compute H2(L <g> If).
The following lemma is probably one of the most useful results for compu-

tation of Lie algebra cohomology groups.

Lemma 1.1. (Cf. [7, Theorem 1.5.2]). Let L be a Lie algebra, and let T be a
torus in L such that there exists a root space decomposition ( 1 ). Then for each

cohomology class [<P] £ Hk(L) there exists a representative cocycle O such that

4>(La,,...,LoJ = 0 ifai + --- + ak¿0.   D

Lemma 1.2 H2(sl(2) ® U) ^ HCX(U).

If we choose a basis {e, f, h} in sl(2) with multiplication table

[h,e] = -ae,        [h,f] = af,        [e,f] = h

for certain a £ F\{0}, then the basic cocycles may be chosen as follows:

h®u t\h®v y-* - aF(u, v),

e ®u A /' ®v i-* F(u, v),

other combinations h-> 0

where F £HCX(U).

Proof. Straightforward computations or reference to Kassel [9]. Perhaps it

should only be remarked that the coboundary cyclic (= Hochschild) cohomol-

ogy condition arises from the Jacobi identity.   D
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Theorem 1.3.  H2(L®U) & (®aeRHCx(U)a)/I®(($aeR U*)/J where HCx(U)a

= HCX (U), U* S U* for any a£R, I is the linear span of the following ele-
ments:

a(h)Fa - ^2 ¿aßß(h)Fß ,     a(hß)Fa - ß(ha)Fß ,     Nß,_a_ßFa + Na,_a_ßFß

for all ha, h £ T, where ha = Y,ßeBXaßhß is the linear expression of ha in

terms of the basis {hß\ß £ B}, and for all a, ß £ R, where Fa is an arbitrary

element in HCx(U)a . J is the linear span of the elements

Nß,yGa + NyyaGß + NatßGy,    a,ß,y£R, a + ß + y = 0;

G-a + Ga, a £ R; Ga, a £ B,

for all Ga £ U* .
Basic cocycles may be chosen as follows:

(2) ha®u/\hß®v i->-a(hß)Fa(u,v),        a,ß£B,

(3) e-a ® u Aea ®v >-► Fa(u, v) + Ga(uv),        a£R,

(4) other combinations h-> 0.

Proof. Obviously for any root a it is possible to find a complement ZQ of ¥ha

in T such that [Za, ea] = [Za, e-a] = 0. T® ¥e-a ® ¥ea is a subalgebra in

L which is isomorphic to an (unessential) central extension of sl(2). Since

H2((T® ¥e^a ® ¥ea) ® U) s H2(Za ® U) + H2((¥ha ® ¥e-a ® ¥ea) ® U),

by Lemma 1.2 we get

H2((T® ¥e-a ® Fea) ® U) = C2(Za ® U) + HCX(U).

Hence for arbitrary <P £ Z2(L ® U) and a £ R we have

í>(/zQ ®u,ha®v) = -a(ha)Fa(u, v),

Q>(e-a <g> u, ea ® v) = Fa(u, v) + Ga(uv),

<b(ha ® U, Za ® U) = 0,

for certain Fa £ HCX(U) and Ga £ U*.

For any h £ T, h - (a(h)/a(ha))ha £ Za . Hence

<P(/zQ ®u,(h- (a(h)/a(ha))ha) ®v) = 0

and

(5) 0(Aa ®u,h®v) = (a(h)/a(ha))d>(ha ®u,ha®v) = -a(h)Fa(u, v).

Now suppose that in the last equality ha = ¿Zßzß^-aßhß ■ Then

-a(h)Fa(u, v) = ^2 KßQ>(hß ®u,h®v)

ß€B

= -Y,^ßß(h)Fß(u,v).
ßeß

This implies the defining relations for / of the first kind. Further, substituting

in (5) h = hß, we obtain (2) and (because of the skew-symmetry of O) the

defining relations for / of the second kind:

a(hß)Fa(u, v) = ß(ha)Fß(u, v).
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The cocycle equation d<& = 0 for the triple ea®u, eß®v , e7®w , a+ß+y = 0,

is equivalent to the relation NaßFy(uv, w) + NajG7(uvw)+ (simultaneous

cyclic permutations of (a, ß, y) and (u, v, w)) = 0. Substituting here v =

w = 1, we obtain A^^Ga(u)+Ny,aGß(u)+NayßGy(u) = 0 (which is equivalent

to the defining relations for J of the first kind) and hence

NßiyFa(vw, u) + Ny<aFß(wu, v) + Na>ßFY(uv, w) = 0.

Substituting in the last equality w = 1 we get the defining relations for / of

the third kind:

Nßt_a_ßFa(v , u) + N_a-ßtaFß(u,v) = 0.

Since T ® 1 is a torus in L ® U, by Lemma 1.1 we may assume

<t>(ea®U,eß®U) = 0   ifa + ß^O,

<t>(T®U,ea®U) = 0,

which implies (4).

Now put œ £ CX(L ® U) as follows:

oj(ha ® u) = Ga(u),    a£B;        œ(ea®U) = 0,    a £ R.

Replacing O by Q>-dco, we obtain a cocycle which satisfies all previous equal-

ities and, moreover, Ga = 0, a £ B. Finally, the relation Ga + G-a = 0

obviously follows from the skew-symmetry of <P.

It remains to prove only that O described in the theorem is really a cocycle

and that all such cocycles are independent. This is achieved by an easy argument

which mainly repeats the previous one and is left to the reader.   D

We keep the symbol g for classical Lie algebras, that is, for Lie algebras ob-
tained from integral forms of complex classical simple Lie algebras by tensoring

on F. Let R be a root system of q , B be a basis, {ha, a £ B ; ea, a £ R}

be a Chevalley basis of g, and let (•, •) denote a scalar product in R .

Corollary 1.4 [9].  H2(q ® U) =i HCl(U).

Basic cocycles may be chosen as follows:

• i 2(q , ß)      ^,        . „
ha®uAhß®v^--—\ y     F(u,v),        a,ß£B,

(a,a)(ß,ß)

^ e-a®uAea®v^-.--F(u,v),        a£R,
(a, a)

other combinations h-> 0,

where F £HCX(U).

Proof. There is the following property of the structure constants:

(7) M = 7% = t£%    ifa + ß + y = 0
(y, y)      (a, a)      (ß,ß)

(cf. [4, Chapter VIII, §2, Exercise 4]). This property and the defining relations

for J of the first kind implies

(a, a)        ^ (ß,ß)        ^ n    ñ   „,   ÄcJ?
Cr_a_^ = - -T~a\(ja ~ /    ,  a-T~n\Gß' a, ß ,a + ß £R.

(a + ß,a + ß) (a + ß,a + ß)
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But Ga = 0 for all a £ B and, consequently, Ga = 0 for all negative roots a.

The defining relations for J of the second kind yield G-a = -Ga and hence

Ga = 0 for all positive roots a.

Further, (7) together with the defining relations for / of the third kind gives

(a, a)Fa = (ß, ß)Fß , a, ß £R. Hence

(8) Fa—— F, a£R,
(a, a)

for certain F £ HCX(U). Since for a, ß £ R, a(hß) = 2(a, ß)/(ß, ß), the
right-hand side of formula (2) takes the form

2(a,ß)      „,        .
-F(u, v)

(a,a)(ß,ß)

which agrees with (6). Finally, it is easy to check that under condition (8) the
defining relations for / of the first and second kinds always holds.   D

Now recall the definition of the modular Zassenhaus algebra Wx(n). It may

be defined in two ways. Firstly as an algebra with basis {fa\a e G¥(p")} and

Lie bracket given by

(9) [fa,fß] = (ß-a)fa+ß.

Secondly, as an algebra with basis {e¡\ - 1 < i < p" - 2} and bracket

00) [c„„]=(('+; + ')-(' + r')),+,.
There are some related infinite-dimensional algebras. If we assume that the in-

dices in formula (9) run over all integer, then we obtain the infinite-dimensional

Witt algebra W (considered over a field of characteristic zero). If we assume

that the indices in formula ( 10) run from -1 to infinity, we obtain the infinite-

dimensional algebra Wx(oo) (considered over a field of positive characteristic).

Obviously Wx(n), n < oo, and W are Block algebras.

Corollary 1.5.  (i)   (p>3,  n < oo)  H2(Wx(n) ® U) s H2(Wx(n)) ® U*.

(ii) [8] (p = 0)   H2(W ® U) =■ H2(W) ® U*.

Proof, (i). Choose a basis {fa\a £ G¥(p")}. We have (in terms of Block

algebras): ha = 2/0 for all a£ R = GF(p")\{0} , a(f0) = a, Na,ß = ß -a.
Apply Theorem 1.3. The defining relations for / of the second and third kinds

give aFa = ßFß and (a + 2ß)Fa + (2a + ß)Fß = 0. These equalities evidently

imply Fa = 0 for all a. The defining relations for J give

(ß-a)G.a-ß-(a + 2ß)Ga + (2a + ß)Gß = 0,     G-a = -Ga,     Gx = 0.

Then we proceed, as in Block's paper [2, p. 1449], to obtain Ga = (a - a3)C7

for certain G £ U*. Together with a result of Block [2, Theorem 5.1] this

completes the proof.

(ii) Quite analogously.   D

Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5 show that the "cyclic cohomology" summand in our

main formula (Theorem 1.3) arises from the "classical" properties of Block al-

gebras, while the "dual" summand arises from "Zassenhaus" = ( "nonclassical")

ones. Of course, Theorem 1.1 may be applied to compute H2(L®U) for other
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classes of Block algebras, e.g. Albert-Zassenhaus or Virasoro (both modular and

nonmodular).

2. Central extensions of Wx(n) ® U

Define a Lie algebra £(U, D), where D £ Der(U), as the vector space

Wx ( 1 ) ® U with Lie bracket given by {x, y} = [x, y] + *¥(x, y) where [•, •]

is the ordinary Lie bracket in Wx(l) ® U and

f ep_2®vD(u)-uD(v),     i = j = -l,
yV(ei®u,ej®v)= \   p .

[ 0,     otherwise.

Now the notion of divided power algebra <fx(n) is necessary. It is defined

as an associative commutative algebra over a field of characteristic p > 0 with

basis {x'\ 0 < i < p"} and multiplication x'xJ = (l+.j)x'+J (the case n =

oo is also included). It is known that (fx(n) is isomorphic to the truncated

polynomial algebra cfn = ¥[xx, ... , xn]/(xpx , ... , x%). We reserve the special

notation d for the derivation of cfx(n) defined by d(x') = x'~x.

The following remarkable observation is due to M. I. Kuznetsov [10]: Wx(n)

is isomorphic to a certain deformation of Wx(l) ®cfx(n - 1). Namely, Wx(n)

is isomorphic to the Lie algebra Z(tfx(n - 1), -d). This isomorphism is given

by e¡ ® xk h-> epk+i (the e¡ 's on the left-hand side belong to Wx(l), while the

ones on the right-hand side belong to Wx(n)).

Theorem 2.1.  H2(Z(U, D))^ {G £ U*\DoG = 0}.
The basic cocycles may be chosen as follows:

(11) e¡®uAej®v <->ôI+j,o(-iyG(vD(u)) + ôj+j,p(-l)'G(uv).

Proof. It is a routine task to verify that cochains determined by formula (11)

are cocycles, and we leave it again to the reader.

Let <I> £ Z2(£(U, D)). Since e0 ® ¥ is a torus in £(U, D) and the corre-

sponding root spaces are £, = e¡ ® U ,by Lemma 1.1 we may assume that

(12) 4>(e¡®U,ej®U) = 0   if i + j #0orp.

The cocycle equation is equivalent to the two following equalities:

Nij<S>(ei+j ®uv, ek®w)

(13) + (simultaneous cyclic permutations of (i, j, k)

and(u,v,w)) = 0,     {/, j, k} ^ {-1, -1, 2},

and

<P(e_i ® v , ex ® uw) - $>(e-X ® u, ex ® vw)

- <&(e2 ® w , ep-2 ® vD(u) - uD(v)) = 0.

In (13), fe = -l, i + j=p+ 1 :

<P(e, ®u,ej-X® vw) + Í>(é',_i ® uw, e¡ ®v) = 0.

Substitute here w = 1 :

(15) <P(ej®u,ej-i®v) =-<t>(e¡-i®u,ej®v),        i + j = p+l.

Substituting the last equality in the previous one, we obtain

0(e,_i ®u,ej® vw) = <t>(e,_i ® uw , e¡ ® v).
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Substitute here v = 1 :

(16) <P(e¡-i ® u, e¡:® w) = 0(e,-_i ® uw , e¡ ® 1),        i + j =p + 1.

(15) and (16) imply

(17) Q>(ej®u,ej®v) = (-l)'G(uv),        i + j = p,

for certain G £ U*.
In (14), substitute v = 1 :

(18) <P(e_i ® m, ex ®w) = 4>(e"_i ® 1, ex ®uw) -G(wD(u)).

In ( 13), set i = — 1, j = 0, k = 1, u; = 1 :

(19) 5>(en® w, e0®w) = i>(f_izzv, e^i ® 1) -0(e_i ®u,ex®v).

Substituting the previous equality in the last one, we obtain <P(érj ® u, eo ® v) =

-G(uD(v)). Then the skew-symmetry of <P implies -G(uD(v)) - G(vD(u)) =

0 which is equivalent to DoG = 0.

Now put œ £ CX(Z(U, D)) as follows: œ(e0 ® u) = <P(e_i ® 1, ex ® u) ;

co(e¡ ®U) = 0, i^O. Then dœ(e-X ® 1, ex ® u) = 0(e_i ®l,ex®u). Hence

if we take O - dœ instead of <I>, we obtain a cocycle satisfying all previous
equalities and, moreover,

(20) <b(e-x®l,ex®u) = 0.

Collecting (12) and (17)-(20), we obtain formula (11).
It remains to prove that if G> = dco, where <P is determined by formula (11)

for an appropriate G, and œ £ Cx (Z(U, D)), then G = 0. But this is obvious:

G(u) = <i>(e2®u, ep-2® 1) = dco(e2®u, ep-2® 1) = 0.   G

Corollary 2.2.  (p > 3) H2(Wx(oo) ®U) = 0.

Joint proof of Corollaries 1.5 (i) and 2.2. According to the above-mentioned ob-
servation by Kuznetsov,  £([/ <g> cfx(n - 1), -1 ® d) = Wx(n) ® U, and the

isomorphism being given by e,■. ® u ® xk ■-> epk+i ® u.

Let n < oo . By Theorem 2.1

H2(Wx(n) ®U)^{G£ (U®&x(n))*\G(U®(l ,x,x2,..., x""~'-2)) = 0}

S U*.

Rewriting (11) in our case, we have

epk+x®v Aipi+j®«H - (    +_~    )ôi+j,o(-l)'G(uv®xk+l-x)

+ (k + iy¡+j,p(-l)'G(uv®xk+1),        i, j = -1, 0, 1, ... , p - 2.

Direct easy calculations show that it is exactly the formula

e¡®uAej®v>-^ ôj+jypn(-l)'G(uv).

Let n = oo. Since d(cfx(oo)) = cfx (oo), by Theorem 2 H2(Wx(oo) ® U) =

0.   □
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Remark. The expression of basic cocycles of H2(Wx(n) ® U) in terms of the

basis {e¡} corresponds to the one for H2(Wx(n)) found by Dzhumadil'daev

[6].

3. Central extensions of modular semisimple lie algebras

According to [3], Lie algebras of type Q®cf„ + 1 ®£> and Wx (n) ®cfn + 1 ®2>,

where 3 is a subalgebra of Der (cf„) suchthat cfn does not contain .©-invariant

ideals, are one of the simplest but quite typical examples of modular semisimple

Lie algebras. Preceding results allow us to determine their central extensions.

Lemma 3.1. Let L + D be a semidirect product of Lie algebras, where L is an

ideal with [L,L] = L. Then H2(L + 3) £ H2(L)S + //2(3).

Proof. We may identify in an obvious manner C2(L + D) with C2(L) +

(L ® £>)* + C2(5)). Let us see how this identification affects cocycles and

coboundaries. Let 4> G C2(L + S3) and 4> = *F + Y + E be the corresponding
decomposition. The cocycle equation d<S> = 0 is equivalent to the following

relations:

dV(x-y,z) = Q,

r([x,y],D) = V([x,D),y) + *¥(x,[y,D]),

?([x,DX],D2)- T([x,D2],DX)- T(x, [Dx, D2\) = 0,

dZ(Di,D2,D3) = 0,

for all x, y, z £ L and D, Dx, D2, D^ £ 53. The second relation shows

that ¥ £ Z\Lf := {V £ Z2(L)\V([x, D], y) + T(x, [y, D]) £ B2(L) VD e
£>} and, since [L, L] = L, T is fully determined by *F. Direct verification

shows that the third relation follows from the two previous ones. So we have

Z2(L + S) £ Z2(Lf + Z2(S). Obviously B2(L + 3) ^ B2(L) + B2(T>). The
last two isomorphisms imply the assertion of the lemma.   D

Corollaries 1.4, 1.5, and the preceding lemma immediately imply the follow-

ing proposition.

Proposition 3.2.   (i)   H2(q ® U + 1 ® 2)) =* HCX(U)S + H2(S>).

(ii) (p>3, n<oo), H2(Wx(n)® U+ 1 ®D) s {G £ U*\DoG = 0VD£
D} + /72CD).    D

We conclude with the computation of the first-order cyclic cohomology of the

truncated polynomial algebra cfn . We use multi-index notation: T„ := {a =

(ax, ... ,an) £ Z"|0<q, <p}, Xa = x"' ■ ■ ■ x„", e, denotes

(0,..., 1,...,0).
(<")

Proposition 3.3.  dim HCx(cf„) = (n - l)p" + 1. Each cocycle is of the form
n

(21) ^A^H^a^a + jj-E,)

;=1

where X¡(a) £ ¥ are parameters satisfying the relations
n

(22) 53a,A,(a-e,) = 0
;=1

for any a £ T„ .
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Proof. From the computational point of view it is more convenient to consider

cyclic homology. Since cfn is commutative, HCx(cfn) = Q¿. /dcfn , where Q^

is the module of Kahler differentials (cf. [5, 9]).   It is easy to see that each
element udv , u, v £ cfn , may be represented as a sum of elements of kind

xa dxE'. Moreover, we have

n

(23) 0 = dxa = Y, o:iXa-E' dxi

i=i

for each a £ Tn . So there are np" generators of the vector space HCx((fn),

and pn — \ linear relations between them (if a = 0, (23) gives a trivial equality).

Hence dim HCx(cf„) = (n - l)pn + I.

Because of the duality isomorphism HCx(cfn) = HCx(cfn)*, the first assertion

of the lemma holds.
Further, it is easy to verify that the cochains, defined by (21) ad (22), are

really cocycles. Since there are np" parameters and p" - 1 relations between

them, the dimension equality implies that all cocycles are taken into account.   D

Given a concrete subalgebra 3, it is easy to compute HCX(U)3 . In the

general case we are able to give a "lower bound" only:

Proposition 3.4.  dimHCx(cfn)DeT^ = np"~x.

Each Der(cfn)-invariant cocycle is determined by formula (21), where

(24) X,(a)=0    ifa^p-l.

Proof. Der(tf„) has as a basis {xyd/dxf\ y £ Tn , 1 < j < n}. Writing the

.x^d/ô-Xj-invariance condition for the cocycle determined by formula (21), we

get

n

(25) £K7?, - ajßiMa + ß + y-£i- ej) = 0.
1=1

Setting here ß = e; and y = 0, we obtain q;A;(q-£;) = 0, which is equivalent
to (24). Obviously, the last condition implies (22) and (25).    D

In particular, HCx(cfxf = HCx(cfx) for any 3 ç Der(cfx).
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Note added in proof. Recently A. Haddi (Comm. Algebra 20 (1992), 1145-
1166) has obtained the general formula expressing the homology group

H2(L ® A) in terms of H2(L) and HCX(A) for arbitrary Lie algebra L in

the case of characteristic zero.
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